The Need to Compare
Jack Goody’s Historical Anthropology
Thomas GRILLOT
A highly respected figure in African studies, Jack Goody has become a distinctive
voice in the torrent of academic critiques of western ethnocentrism. His work, spanning
more than sixty years, has been based on a single ambition: comparison, for the sake of
more accurately locating European history within Eurasian and world history.
Sir John (Jack) Goody (knighted in 2005 for his services to social anthropology) is a
well-known critic of eurocentrism, a variant of the ethnocentrism that the most prominent
members of his discipline have fought against since the early twentieth century. He is also
known as the author of the “literacy hypothesis,” which since the 1960s has contributed to
transforming our understanding of the effects that writing has on our psychology, cultures and
societies. At first an Africanist, he turned to Europe, and more recently to China and Turkey,
in order to rethink the ties that unite the two extremities of Eurasia, and to explain the breaks
in their development that have driven them closer or further apart. An involved scholar, he has
played a leading role in the debates that have rocked western social science since the 1970s,
when although dominant in scientific discourse elsewhere in the world it was already being
called upon to justify this dominance. Strikingly steadfast, Goody has maintained this
position, or this stance, at the intersection of disciplines and of academic and popular
demands, from his early years at Cambridge University up to his very active retirement.1 So it
is important to take his career and his work into account if we want to understand the current
state of a recurring obsession, ever since Herodotus, in our writings about human society:
comparison. While others, out of caution or from lack of time, often put off the task, Goody
felt the need for comparison from an early stage, and 1950s and 1960s anthropology provided
a convenient field. Coming from an intellectual tradition hostile to theory, he laid down the
conditions favourable to comparison in several different ways, and he applied and tested it in
diverse geographical areas and on timescales that connect a good part of his work to a world
history covering half of the inhabited world, and stretching from prehistory to our time.
Before examining the questions raised by this immense ambition, this essay aims to chart the
stages of Goody’s career, and to offer an interpretation of it.
Anthropology as a War Veteran’s Choice
Goody has acted as his own historian on several occasions. In response to interviewers
and audiences, as the need arose to position himself in the history of his discipline, or to
redefine its borders, he has on numerous occasions listed influential books, decisive
encounters, crucial experiences, and turning points in his career. Failure to recognize the
dangers inherent in this self-narrating tendency would lead us to collapse under the weight of
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the many references, anecdotes and stories skilfully recounted by Goody. I will therefore limit
myself here to reconstructing his path into anthropology, and the influence that the Second
World War had on his choice.
Like many other British and American anthropologists of his generation, Goody likes
to recall that the war was the opportunity to encounter the Other – but not the radical Other of
non-western or “primitive” societies. While Goody was stationed in Cyprus, for him the Other
was first and foremost a peasant world which he saw as unchanged for 4000 years, guided by
his readings of the Australian archaeologist V. Gordon Chile, and comparison between the
tools actually in use and those exhibited in museums.2 The Other was also the Italian peasants
of Abruzzo. And finally, it was the many encounters with soldiers of various nationalities in
the prisoner-of-war camps in which he spent most of his military service. In short, the Other
was first of all non-English; it was also, incidentally, illiterate (and Goody was to attribute to
these few weeks living alongside Italian peasants without access to the written word his later
interest in the social role of literacy). The war changed Goody’s career, not simply because it
made him enter the reality of the Other, but because it did so in resonance with certain texts.
Though it entailed a break from the classroom, the war was for Goody a continuation of
university by other means – a Grand Tour, twentieth-century style. He was to draw particular
attention to his reading, while in captivity, James Frazer’s Golden Bough, a classic work
underappreciated by the founders of English academic anthropology who were to become
Goody’s teachers.3 The similarity between this anecdote and the intellectual project of
returning anthropology to its comparativist roots is no coincidence – although the project as
such was of course only to be developed forty years later.
In fact, while the war did affect Goody’s career, this was primarily because – as for
many other veterans – it interrupted his studies in literature and made them seem less obvious.
With the war’s end came a period of vacillation during which Goody, after failing to enter the
Colonial Office, finished his degree in four months and then had a brief go at studying
archaeology and anthropology. Wanting to return to non-university life, he taught for a while,
and considered pursuing a career in sociology, before a grant from the Colonial Social
Science Research Council (CSSRC) made it possible to return to Cambridge to write a
doctoral thesis in anthropology under the direction of Meyer Fortes, an expert on West Africa
and a colleague of Evans-Pritchard. The war, a necessary but not sufficient explanation of his
pursuing anthropology, was also the biographical event that emotionally motivated strong
personal adherence to the discipline.4 The war provides a motive for the narrative of a
conversion to anthropology, concealing the hesitations and shifts that in the space of a few
years transformed a would-be colonial administrator in Burma into an expert in West Africa.
This lability in Goody’s career cannot be separated from post-war reforms in the British
Empire, which provided the funding (through the CSSRC) for his studies. In place of the
conventional image of an intellectual who has discovered the world by means of the war, we
can see the typical first career steps of an educated British veteran, and a quite early desire to
connect the development of intellectual questioning to historical consciousness – also a
standard phenomenon among intellectuals.
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The Africanist Becomes a Leading Figure in the Profession
In order to find the roots of Goody’s comparativism, we have therefore to focus not so
much on the war as on Goody’s education. In fact, after 1945, and for the first time in Great
Britain, anthropology was becoming a career, and this context is essential: public funding of
the Empire reforms generated the creation of teaching positions, as well as great interest in
Oriental and African studies.5 Goody’s career is basically that of all of the anthropologists of
his generation who were affected by this “boom”6: with little professional experience apart
from his time in the army, he had a few years of academic training before going into the field
for two years, and then publishing his doctoral thesis, The Ethnography of the Northern
Territories of the Gold Coast, in 1954. The choice of the Gold Coast was not original, either:
in devoting himself to the ethnology of what would soon be Ghana, Goody was following in
the steps of his teacher, Meyer Fortes. Like him, a significant part of the profession turned
away from research on the Pacific, to concentrate on the more complex societies of SubSaharan Africa which Fortes and E.E. Evans-Pritchard had studied in African Political
Systems (1940). The study of kinship in relation to systems of property, which Goody was to
pursue up to the 1970s, came directly from this turning point in British anthropology, when it
freed itself from the functionalism advocated by Malinowski.
The first years of Goody’s career were thus prosperous ones for the profession, the
membership of which increased tenfold in twenty years. Three generations were active during
this period leading up to the 1970s, when he became a professor: that of his teachers educated
before the war, his own, and that of his first students. Then came an identity crisis: the
collapse of the British anthropological orthodoxy confronted by structuralist assaults, the end
of the Empire, and the first criticism of anthropologists’ alleged compromises with colonial
governance. As an heir of Fortes, Goody is generally considered to have been a skilful
tactician in the power struggles in Cambridge, and he survived the crisis. He became a
University Lecturer in 1959, and was elected to a Fellowship at St. John’s College in 1960,
where he became a Director of Studies in 1969. He was promoted to Reader in 1971 and then
Professor in 1973, a position he held up to his retirement in 1984, which enabled him, as
departmental director, to be one of the few anthropologists of his generation to remain little
affected during this troubled time for the profession. The scale of his work rests on the
centrality of his position in British academic anthropology, including his access to Cambridge
University Press, with whom he edited several collections.
Why Compare?
The tremendous amount of work produced during these thirty years of Goody’s
university career has sometimes been criticized for its eclecticism.7 It seems more perceptive
to distinguish different furrows started by Goody early in his career and stubbornly ploughed
ever since, not without variation. Raised in the cult of fieldwork, Goody tried to free himself
from it in order to argue for the validity of a comparative and more bookish approach, but he
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always based this project on his long stays in Ghana (1949-1951, 1956-1957, and 1964-1966).
The first part of Goody’s research was directly influenced by the fashionable methodology of
British anthropology in the 1950s, focusing on the study of kinship and property in
segmentary African societies. Noticing the importance of funerals in the two northern Ghana
villages that he studied, Goody sought to explain this particular treatment of ancestors. His
proposed explanation, then based on a legal anthropology, set out both a principle: that it is
out of guilt that heirs worship the dead from whom they inherit; and a law: the larger the
inheritance, the more these ancestors are worshipped.8 Being prevented from producing a
work of reference on African kinship – according to his own account – by the daunting work
done by Fortes on this subject, Goody was looking, already in the 1960s, for another way to
generalize his discussion.9 In contrast to Malinowskian ethnology, Goody’s study with Fortes
and Evans-Pritchard led him to look for anthropological principles that were almost
universal.10
This first attempt to generalize also arose from a question then in fashion, concerning
the nature of the state in Africa at the time of decolonization. Comparison was at the centre of
this approach, since European anthropologists imported the concept of feudalism – conceived
by Marx as a mode of production and an essential stage in the development of a “socioeconomic formation” – in order to look for signs of it, or for its absence, in Africa. Goody
here took as a point of reference the whole of Eurasia. He cited differences in the productivity
of soils and tools, and the rarity of domestic animals (because of diseases), to explain the
existence of predator states that were richer in men than in resources, in contrast to European
elites in the Middle Ages, who could divert to their benefit the surpluses created by
agriculture.11 From this emerged a typology that distinguished, depending on the military
technologies in use, between acephalous political systems (with bows and arrows) and
centralized states (with guns and horses). There was a theoretical conclusion: the pre-colonial
situation was too different from that of Europe to justify using the same term, feudalism.12
This work remains familiar only to specialists in African studies. In contrast, an article
published in 1963 by Goody and Ian Watt, a specialist in European literature, immediately
reached a wider audience. This study, focusing on literacy and its “consequences”, was very
much in tune with the times: the Toronto School (Havelock, Innis, McLuhan) had long
studied the transition from the oral to the written word. The spadework for this had already
been done by Albert Lord and Milman Parry in their studies of the oral origins of the Homeric
epic.13 Inspired by these developments, Goody wanted to revisit the boundary between those
people still called “primitives” and those called “civilized”. While anthropology should study
both groups, it should not deny differences between them – in this case, writing. Ancient
Greek civilization seemed to him to be the ideal example of a transition towards a writing
society, and of the consequences of this transition: on the relation to the past, the
accumulation and criticism of knowledge, and forms of logic – but also on the appearance of
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social classes, the state and its bureaucracies; and on generational conflicts and the
individualization and alienation that these changes entail. Alphabetic writing itself, because it
is phonetic and therefore closest to the act of speaking, would develop a consciousness that is
more precise and therefore more critical than other kinds of writing. Although Goody and
Watt are careful not to take “the Greek miracle” as representative of the adoption and
generalization of the role of writing in social life, that miracle would nevertheless be
incomprehensible without these phenomena.
A significant part of the rest of Goody’s work has been devoted to the consequences of
this thesis, and to responding to the numerous criticisms that it has inspired. The main
criticism of course relates to the alleged determinism of the approach developed by Goody
and Watt. Goody responded to this criticism, rather unconvincingly, by replacing the word
“consequences” by the word “implications”, and also by considering times when the
introduction of writing had not resulted in the profound social changes he had described in
1963.14 More troubling in relation to his later views, was the question: to what extent does the
“literacy hypothesis” give new life to the idea of a “great divide” between, on the one hand,
Greek, western, civilized, modern societies, and on the other, oriental, primitive, non-western,
traditional societies. These criticisms very quickly drew Goody’s attention to the history of
China, which he then took to citing more and more in his arguments. However, it would be
wrong to think that the “hypothesis” developed only defensively after 1963. In fact, it fitted in
very well with the technologist leanings of Goody’s thinking (which he never denied), as well
as with his African connection. Indeed, the issue of education in decolonized territories
showed the importance of literacy as a technical and social problem. This issue even provided
the questions for a test of his hypothesis15. And the hypothesis also went well with a part of
his fieldwork that he left almost unexploited in his Africanist publications up to 1972,
although his experience there dated from 1950-1951: the Bagre.
The Bagre is a LoDagaa initiation ceremony, in which creation myths are transmitted.
For Goody, the Bagre, by the diversity of its valid versions, and by the effects that the arrival
of writing had on this diversity, illustrates several important theses: (1) Mythologies are not,
as Lévi-Strauss would have it,16 ordered systems, but “the sort of thing that mankind can take
or leave” – merely one narrative among others, to which listeners and narrators may or may
not give credence.17 (2) Oral societies are not places with a mechanical conformity to tradition
– tradition now appearing as a permanent combination of accommodation to and concealment
of cultural variation, individual as well as collective. (3) This variation is possible because
human beings are fundamentally ambivalent about their own creations. (4) The power of
writing, which the 1963 article referred to only hypothetically, reached a hegemonic position
in LoDagaa society through the written description of the Bagre – which of course had been
written by Goody himself.
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In 1976, with Production and Reproduction, Goody tried to bring these scattered
threads together. In order to test his theories with statistics, he exploited the data on several
hundred human societies in the Human Relations Area Files, which had been created by the
American anthropologist George P. Murdock in 1947. For the most part, he recounts his
views about the connection between land, class, kinship and marriage: in Eurasian societies,
daughters as well as sons inherit, in order to preserve status differences in an advanced
economy in which surpluses produce hierarchies. Hence a number of implications for the
concept of the family and for behaviour, in particular sexual behaviour, and a synthetic
formula, from which Goody will thenceforth almost never depart: the differences between
African and Eurasian states and societies can be understood as differences of degree (over a
continuum of complexity), but also as differences of nature. The latter are rooted in different
modes of production, but also in very dissimilar modes of communication: writing, in
particular, can lead to bureaucracies and states (this leads him to talk about “literate states”).18
In all this, Africa highlights the profound unity of Eurasia.
A Return to a Merely Literary Anthropology?
The kind of comparison that Goody introduced thus effectively rose out of the need to
understand his chosen territory, Africa, and to understand it, as his Africanist predecessors
had (explicitly or not), with Europe in mind. By taking Eurasia into account, as opposed to
Europe, he stood out from contemporary world-system theories, which focused on the issue of
European economic take-off, industrialization and the development of capitalism. In short, he
developed a comparativism with an ambition internal to anthropology. But he retired (or
rather became emeritus) at a time of increasing attacks on the profession in which he had been
a leading figure in Cambridge for some thirty years.19 This was also a period when opposing
narratives were developed not only by historians but also by anthropologists like Eric Wolf in
his Europe and the People Without History. The liberalization of China and its inclusion in
the global economy (as the world’s workshop) also suggested revisiting the issue of this
country’s role in world history.
Faced with these developments, Goody’s thinking – or rather his method – underwent
several modifications. His method becoming more focused on the grand narrative of the
history of “human culture”, it also became more polemical, because it had to adapt to an
increasingly competitive field in which, with the rise of a generally economistic global
historiography, talk of the Other was no longer confined to anthropologists, and in which the
category of the Other itself was being questioned. Opposing all theorizing, Goody responded
pragmatically to these changes. Highly capable of taking on board and analysing the latest
historiography, he made a number of revisions (for example, on the exceptionality of the west
on account of the alphabet),20 and moved the primary field of his investigations to Eurasia.
New themes emerge, such as the issue of the Asian influence on Europe.21 The theme of the
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family facilitated this transition to a historical anthropology without borders; replacing the
anthropological terminology of kinship, this theme appeared as early as 1983, in order to
establish the anthropological unity of Europe after the year 300 (with the entrance of the
Church into family life). Here, a critique of the idea of European exceptionality in world
history was already evident, a critique that was to become increasingly important in his work.
By the 1980s, Goody has definitively turned his back to fieldwork and his books read less as
monographs than as restatements of the main themes developed during his Africanist period,
restatements that are now based on encyclopaedic reading. So each work summarizes and
adjusts the previous one: the study of the means of production ends in the theme of cooking,
the work on flowers leads up to the prohibitions that restrict their uses, and one thing leading
to another, as far as pure iconoclasm; the work on the European family ends with reflections
on the birth of European capitalism, the feeling of love, etc.22 Likewise, the theme of radical
European unity vis-à-vis the rest of Eurasia gradually fades away, almost to nothing in The
Theft of History in 2006.23
For the critique of eurocentrism is clearly the backdrop of Goody’s work: the
exceptionality of family structures, of feelings (love), and of practices (haute cuisine, flower
customs), are all challenged in these works, in which the African referent is still visible, but
only just. Eurasian unity is actually constructed in contrast to the image of African unity: it is
the absence in Sub-Saharan Africa of the “culture of flowers”, of feudal elites, and haute
cuisine, which makes perceptible the surprising similarities – based on material conditions –
between China and France, Indonesia and Scotland, and so on. Between the urban revolution
of the Bronze Age and the modern era, there was no major rupture, asserts Goody. Neither is
there any metaphysical differentiation between the two poles of the continent, Europe and the
sinicized Far East: though the former developed starting in the sixteenth century, and
especially in the nineteenth, its progress, far from being decisive, is in fact merely a catching
up with the latter, after the regressive Middle Ages. It is neither to the exceptional vigour of
its bourgeoisie and its idea of work, nor to its extraordinary inventiveness – in short, it is not
to its “culture” – that Europe owes its temporary domination of world affairs in the nineteenth
century. It is simply a matter of the movement of an age-old pendulum, which has actually
more often favoured Asia than Europe.
The logic behind what, for those that Goody calls “fieldwork authoritarians”, without
question amounts to drifting away towards rootless speculation, is clear: Goody’s materialism
(plus his academic standing) permits him to move quickly up to a level at which
anthropological questions shift towards grand humanist questions, often closely tied to
historical context. Beyond the details of the arguments, the effectiveness comes partly from
the effort, contrary to the functionalist tradition, of setting out a historical narrative that
highlights processes and synthesizes the various different analytical threads developed in the
research. The distance from the field, turning the post-functionalist anthropologist into a stayat-home essayist, enables him to argue on equal terms with the economic historians, the rising
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stars in global history. This distance leads Goody’s work to a radical renewal of the
maltreated anthropological discipline, and to its more or less skillful defence.24 In fact, the
historical anthropology developed by Goody seeks to return to the ambitions of a prefieldwork, literary anthropology, which brings him closer to E.B. Tylor and James Frazer,
whom he strives to rehabilitate, although of course he finds very regrettable their eurocentric
evolutionism.25 It is Max Weber, with his emphasis on European “rationality”, who bears the
brunt of this winnowing of great predecessors.26 The attack was gradually extended to other
eminent social scientists: Norbert Elias, Fernand Braudel, Joseph Needham, and Kenneth
Pomeranz (prominent in the “California School” of world history).27 In line with Production
and Reproduction, Goody does not base the specific character of his anthropology on a single
idea (although a rather fuzzily-used concept of culture increasingly asserts itself in his work),
and he prefers a layered approach, distinguishing modes of production from modes of
communication. He seems to revert to an idea of human nature, understood as the (in
principle, limited) set of variations that life in societies provides to human beings. He also
enquires into the material conditions that make evolutions and divergences possible. And he
gives his anthropology a cognitive base, based on reading Freud and T.S. Eliot. Leaving aside
strategic positioning, he is less inclined than other world historians to stake everything on
comparison between China and Europe, preferring instead the intermediate concept of
Eurasia. Finally, in accordance with his bookish approach, he emphasizes the cumulative
nature of knowledge, and opposes the intention to undermine each other that is sometimes
adopted by different generations.
Nuances are not absent from Goody’s project of all-round comparison. In particular,
he refuses to jump from a challenge to artificial (in particular cultural) oppositions to a
consensual humanist universalism. The moderation of his position is especially apparent if we
compare it to that of some other world historians. However, some of his attempts to correct
imbalances seem excessive (for example, the vision of a medieval European “Dark Ages”, or
the minoritization of cultural differences with Asia). And other strategies seem ineffective:
searching for non-European “renaissances” that are truly equivalent to the Renaissance of the
sixteenth century appears to be a vain restatement of what has been clearly established to be
an essentially ideological idea.28 More fundamentally, the idea of a Eurasian unity
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uninterrupted since the Bronze Age has a certain heuristic value, but it leaves out huge
swathes of human history, particularly in the Muslim world. It also flattens out historical
changes after the “urban revolution”, thus preventing a finer periodization in which emotional
and intellectual changes could be taken into account alongside the technological evolutions.29
As for the “literacy hypothesis”, it has clearly become an essential reference; however,
because it is too inattentive to issues of power, and has not been much renewed since its
inception, it is in fact hardly ever used in actual studies of literacy.30
What ultimately proves most appealing in Goody’s work is his comparativist faith. It
had been a potential of anthropological discourse ever since the discipline’s origins; it was
implemented by Goody in the best functionalist tradition, which after all had envisaged
monographs in order to improve comparisons of human societies, term by term. The
formation of the “Goodyan synthesis” as early as the 1970s reminds us of the historical depth
of debates that we have a tendency to regard as having begun only ten or twenty years ago.
Decolonization, and the critique of colonialism that preceded it, had already inspired a major
effort to understand the difference between Europe and the rest of the world, which the social
sciences since Marx and Weber had sought to account for. Goody’s commitment to crossdisciplinary exchanges stands as a fair and anthropology-based contribution to this ongoing
ambition.
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